Renormalization of the axial vector currents due to Goldstone loops is studied in a simple extension of Manohar -Georgi chiral quark model which incorporates U (1) A anomaly effects. The polarized strage quark sea in the polarized nucleon results from different renormalization of the flavor singlet and octet currents and is in reasonable agreement with the experiment.
The chiral quark model of Manohar and Georgi [1] offers an explanation of why the nonrelativistic quark (NRQ) model works so well for hadrons made up of light quarks. The electroweak properties of constituent quarks such as axial vector couplings and magnetic moments, however, remain as undetermined coefficients in nonlinear chiral Lagrangian. Using the above model in the chiral limit, Weinberg [2] argued some time ago that to the leading order in the large N c expansion (N c is the number of colors), constituent quarks behave like bare Dirac particles, i.e., with isospin triplet axial vector coupling g A = 1 and anomalous magnetic moment κ = 0. The next to leading order corrections have also been estimated by sum rules or Feynman diagram calculations in the nonlinear σ model or the linear σ model using the σ field as an effective regulator [3] [4] [5] [6] .
What about the flavor singlet axial vector coupling g 0 A of the quark? Particular interest in this problem arises when analyzing the EMC [7] and more recent SMC [8] and SLAC [9] measurements of the nucleon spin structure functions. The original EMC result combined with data on nucleon and hyperon β decays suggested that quarks carry only a small fraction of the nucleon spin and the strange quark sea is substantially polarized in the direction opposite to the nucleon spin, thus in conflict with the simple picture of the NRQ model.
Recent experiment results have reduced the polarization effect of the strange quark sea but increased its statistical significance. As emphasized by Kaplan and Manohar [10] , upon understanding this discrepancy, the key is to remember that the constituent quarks of the quark model are not the same things as the current quarks of QCD. Thus, when going from the current to constituent quarks the axial vector currents are subject to renormalization due to spontaneously broken chiral symmetry in QCD. Furthermore, this renormalization in the picture of chiral quark model arises from loops of Goldstone bosons. If the singlet and octet axial vector currents are renormalized differently, it is possible to have a polarized strange quark sea in the polarized nucleon. In this letter we will study the whole three axial vector couplings G 3,8,0 A of the nucleon (i.e., the 3rd and 8th components of the octet and the singlet) in a simple extension of chiral quark model. We will see that a polarized strange quark sea so obtained can indeed be in reasonable agreement with experiment.
Any theoretical approach trying to give a reasonable value for the flavor singlet coupling G 0 A is faced with the difficulty of how to incorporate the U(1) A anomaly effects. In the sector of pure pseudoscalar nonet it has generally been agreed how to do this in a chiral and large N C expansion though controversies still persist [11, 12] . With the inclusion of quarks, i.e., in chiral quark model, simply adding the anomaly term to chiral Lagrangian would doublecount the anomaly effects because the anomaly is still hidden in the quark integral measure when we quantize quark fields. Fortunately there is a way to avoid the dilemma. The key point is that one may use a U(1) A -neutral quark field [13] . This is possible because the U(1) A transformation of a quark field is just a chiral analog of the ordinary phase redefinition. For example, if the quark field ψ and the flavor singlet pseudoscalar η 0 transform under
The quark integral measure in terms of Q is also neutral and no longer generates U(1) A anomaly so that one can now unambiguously include the anomaly terms in the chiral lagrangian for pseudoscalars, L ps . For our purpose here the relevant point is that the η 0 gets a large mass which is nonzero even in the chiral limit.
Symmetry considerations dictate the form of chiral Lagrangian at the lowest order in chiral and large N C expansion the situation is more obscure. There is no analogous sum rule to constrain it as used for g A , so we set it free as well.
We are now ready to compute G 
Note that for G 0 A we have to specify its renormalization scale µ ≤ Λ χSB (chiral symmetry breaking scale). In the spirit of effective field theory, at scale µ ≤ Λ χSB we may make the
, where J a µ5 is derived from chiral Lagrangian,
So, effectively we have
In the above second equality we have included renormalization effects from chiral loops in the coefficients ofJ 
where a 0,3,8 are effective axial vector couplings of quark in chiral quark model and related
Explicit calculation of Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1 shows that a 0,3,8 have the following structure,
Instead of writing down the lengthy formulae for A and B π(K) , we emphasize the following features. A is a sum of terms contributed by the whole pseudoscalar nonet, while B for the polarized strange quark sea in the polarized nucleon,
The splitting between a 3 and a 8 is due to explicit SU(3) breaking, so in the SU(3) limit we should have a 3 = a 8 . Indeed, using the 'experiment' value a 3 = 0.75 and a 8 = 0.6 we estimate that SU(3) breaking effects are within 30%.
To quantify our discussion we regularize as usual ultraviolet divergences by the cutoff We should mention a weak point in our discussion which seems to deserve further study.
The corrections to G We thank Y. P. Kuang for helpful discussions. 
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